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Exercises On the Flat:   

Posting trot: post 2 beats, sit 3 beats, repeat  

Canter: sit 2 strides, stand 3 strides, repeat 

Exercise #1 

Long line of 3 small jumps: One-handed, changing hands at each jump to build dexterity and independent 
balance. Walk transition between each jump, sometimes switching leads, to practice discipline and 
transitions. As Ray puts it, “Essentially the exercises are to foster independence of the rider’s body and to 
promote a stronger sense of center. With the removal of a hand the emphasis falls more significantly to the 
use of balance as an aid and increases the importance of being still and centered. Strength in subtlety.” 

Exercise #2 

Roll backs on X’s: Developing your eye, continuing rhythm, using space and time. 

Exercise #3 

Circle with 4 jumps 4-6 strides apart. Start by doing 2 in a row, skip one, do 2 more. The exercise helps to 
build shape in the lines, adjustability and patience. Incorporating parts of the course into it helps with the 
“plus/minus” effect seen throughout a normal course (i.e. accounting for any aid that is a positive or a 
negative, and understanding the way to complement with the opposite to return to neutral in the course).  

Overall Takeaway: Be more thoughtful in your approach to training using exercises like these to train for 
competition circumstances. Creating real world situations so they become familiar and regular. Even 
perhaps slightly more difficult than what one experiences in competition. 

A few more quotes from Ray Texel from the weekend: 

 

“[Over a jump] Whether you release, maintain or increase your contact - you need to be able to adjust that 
depending on how your horse is jumping.” 

“Show jumping is a lot of black and white, but there’s also a lot of grey. Your ability to navigate the grey will 
determine your success.” 

“Your seat should be light when possible, sitting when necessary.” 
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